Contract of edition and assignment rights
The participant declares to have all the copyrights for the images, or if he does not own these rights, to have the
permission of the owners and to have the right to use them. Penalty of exclusion otherwise.
The participant declares that the work sent is unpublished and therefore has never been published by any publishing
houses, if self-produced it must not have a ISBN assigned code and can’t be printed more than 15 copies.
By participating in the Charta Award, the author authorizes the organizers to be able to use and share the material of
the submitted submission on their social channels and on their websites.

Winner
The winner of the First Prize accepts the following conditions:
Copyrights of the images of the project will be transferred to the Associazione Culturale Paper Room, which is the
tax entity on which Yogurt bases it’s self, organizer of the Charta Festival.
This copyright transfer will be valid only for the first edition of the book.
The book will be produced and published in 500 copies by Yogurt Editions in co-edition with Zone.
Yogurt and Zone will reserve the rights to set the selling price for the book in question.
Yogurt and Zone will bear the costs of production, project management, distribution and sale of the first edition,
reserving the freedom to choose the book design and the final materials.
In return, the author will receive:
30 free copies of the book and 10% of the royalties deriving from the sale which will be reported every six months.
If the author wishes to purchase other copies, in addition to the 30 received, he can benefit from a 40% discount on
the selling price.
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info@chartafestival.com
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